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ABSTRACT

DIRECTED SELF-ASSEMBLY OF HIGH-\(\chi\) BLOCK COPOLYMERS FOR ADVANCED PATTERNING APPLICATIONS

by Gabriela Alva

High-\(\chi\) block copolymers (BCP) have gained interest to be used as an alternative to currently used multiple patterning techniques for obtaining sub-lithographic features due to their ability to self-assemble at the nanoscale. However, there is a challenge in controlling the orientation of high-\(\chi\) BCPs at the air interface. This work describes the use of a formulation-based approach wherein different surface active polymers (SAP) were added as additives to control the orientation of poly(styrene-b-methyl carbonate) (PS-b-PMeCAR) lamellae at the air interface. The resulting thin films made from these formulations showed successful formation of perpendicular lamellae on neutral underlayer substrates upon thermal annealing. The higher surface active SAP demonstrated better orientation control with lower loadings and on thicker films. These films were characterized by atomic force microscopy, grazing incidence small angle x-ray spectroscopy, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to confirm the perpendicular orientation of the lamellar domains and the distribution of the SAP in the BCP thin film. The vertically oriented BCP domains were used as an etch mask by selectively removing the more etch labile PMeCAR block by reactive ion etching using oxygen plasma. A technique called sequential infiltration synthesis (SIS), followed by removing the PS block to obtain \(~9.5\) nm half pitch domains, was also used. Directed self-assembly via graphoepitaxy was also successfully demonstrated. Future work includes investigation of different BCP platforms and morphologies other than lamellae for patterning work.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

“Moore’s Law” is an observed trend predicting that the number of transistors on a processor will double per square inch approximately every two years. The trend is shown in Figure 1 [1]. This concept was first introduced in 1965 by Gordon E. Moore, a co-founder of Intel Corporation, after he observed the trend starting with the invention of the integrated circuit (IC) in 1959 [2]. Until now, photolithography is mainly used to produce ICs.

Figure 1. Graph showing Moore’s trend over the last few decades, with the vertical axis representing the number of transistors on a chip at a logarithmic scale and the horizontal axis the year of introduction of each new generation of microprocessors [1] (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).
Photolithography is a patterning technique using light as a source. The general process is as follows [3]. Light goes through an optical system, and is focused on a mask with the desired pattern on it, which is then projected onto a photosensitive material (photoresist). There are two types of photoresist, positive and negative tone resists. In a positive-tone photoresist, the portions of the resist that are exposed to light become more soluble in the developer (aqueous) and dissolve when developed, while the unexposed portions remain on the substrate. In a negative-tone photoresist, the opposite occurs. The areas exposed to light become insoluble and remain when developed (rinsed with an organic solvent), while the unexposed areas dissolve. The remaining resist acts as an etch mask for pattern transfer into the underlying layers. Figure 2 shows the general process for photolithography [4].

![Figure 2. A schematic showing the general steps in photolithography [4] (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).](image-url)
The size of the pattern features is limited by the wavelength of the light source. The smaller the wavelength, the smaller feature size can be reached. Over the years, the industry has progressed from using 436 nm wavelength lithography to the current 193 nm wavelength immersion lithography (193i), which replaces the air gap between the substrate surface and final lens with water to increase the refractive index, and therefore resolution. The 193i wavelength has been used in industry for the past 11 years, with current pitch limit of 65 nm, extending its use through methods such as multiple patterning [5]. Multiple patterning, as the name implies, requires multiple lithographic steps, making the process costly. However, error in the overlay of the mask becomes an issue and critical dimension control becomes more difficult. Continuing the trend of Moore’s law of cheaper and smaller ICs is becoming more and more challenging with current lithography technology.

The wavelength of 13.5 nm available at extreme ultraviolet light (EUV), is one of the next generation methods in line to continue the trend of Moore’s law. However, the tool is not yet production ready, and so is unavailable for high volume manufacturing [4-5]. As such, various alternatives are being investigated to extend current 193i nm photolithography. One promising candidate is the use of block copolymers (BCPs) for directed self-assembly (DSA) as a complimentary method with current top-down photolithography, which was the focus of this study.

1.2 Block Copolymers and Directed Self-Assembly

A copolymer is a polymer that is made of two or more chemically different polymer chains (noted as A, B, etc.). In a block copolymer, each monomer forms a
homopolymer, for example, polymer A and polymer B, which are covalently bonded together. A block copolymer can form various architectures, such as linear diblock or triblock, star, brush or comb-polymers, or even more complex structures [7]. An example of a linear AB diblock copolymer is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. a) The general structure of a block copolymer with a block of polymer A covalently bonded to a block of polymer B. b) An example of a block copolymer, poly(styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA).

The reason for the interest in BCPs is their ability to self-assemble, which is the spontaneous organization of materials into features (domain periodicity, \(L_0\)) as small as a few nanometers [8]. Because the constituents of BCPs are generally immiscible, the two blocks phase-separate. However, since they are covalently bonded, they can separate only on the microscale. The phase separation is governed by the competing enthalpic (domain interaction at the interface) and entropic (stretching energy of the BCP chains) interactions of the two BCP components [9-10]. As the enthalpic interaction increases (tries to minimize the domain interaction), phase-separation begins and the BCP self-assembles. The enthalpic interaction is described by the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, chi (\(\chi\)) multiplied by the degree of polymerization (N), and so a higher \(\chi N\) BCP typically has a stronger segregation.
The BCPs can assemble into various morphologies, such as lamellae, cylinders, and bicontinuous gyroids depending on the relative volume fraction of each block (f), the degree of polymerization (N), and the interaction parameter, \( \chi \). A phase diagram showing the dependence of different morphologies on these factors is shown in Figure 4 [11]. In order for microphase separation to occur, the condition, \( \chi N \geq 10.5 \), must be met; otherwise, the BCPs will be in a disorganized state (entropic interaction dominates) [9].

![Figure 4. Phase diagram showing the different morphologies that can be obtained through self-assembly of a linear diblock copolymer [11] (reprinted with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry).](image)

To use lamellae morphology for patterning applications, perpendicular orientation of the lamellae with respect to the substrate is desired to create line space patterns. In a thin film, the orientation of a BCP is influenced by the interfacial energy between the BCP film and the substrate and air interfaces [9-10]. The interfacial (surface) energy wants to be at a minimum. Because the surface energy is generally different between
each block and interface, this leads to preferential interaction (wetting) between selective blocks and interfaces to minimize surface energy. For lamellar morphology, the preferential interaction causes orientation parallel to the surface of the substrate [12]. To obtain a perpendicular orientation, both blocks need to have a similar surface energy at the interface, i.e., a neutral interface is required. Figure 5 shows how different wetting conditions influence lamellae orientation, i.e., symmetric wetting (same block is preferential at the substrate and air interface) or asymmetric wetting (different blocks are preferential at substrate and air interface) lead to parallel orientation, while neutral wetting (substrate and air interface are neutral) results in perpendicular orientation [12].

![Diagram of parallel lamellar orientation due to preferential interactions at the interfaces (a) symmetric and (b) asymmetric, and (c) perpendicular orientation with neutral interfaces, where \( n \) is the number of layers, \( L \) and \( L_0 \) are the lamellar period, and \( D \) is the plate separation [12]. (Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. Copyright 1994 American Chemical Society).](image)

A neutral substrate interface is typically achieved using a neutral underlayer, which uses random copolymers with similar surface energies as the BCP blocks, which are composed of similar constituents of the BCP. After modifying the substrate to be neutral, the BCP can be spin coated onto the modified substrate to create a thin film [13–}
The film is then thermally annealed above the $T_g$ (i.e., glass transition) temperature, but below the decomposition temperature, providing the mobility for the BCP to reorganize itself into the predicted ordered state [10].

Neutral underlayers are a way to control BCP orientation in the out-of-plane direction. For BCPs to be useful as an alternative patterning technique, in-plane alignment is needed as well. By combining current top-down lithography technology, which has good long range order but relatively larger features, and bottom-up self-assembly, which has short range order, but small features, the self-assembly can be directed, as demonstrated in Figure 6 [16]. There are currently two main forms for directing the self-assembly of BCPs: chemoepitaxy and graphoepitaxy [17].

![Figure 6](image.png)

Figure 6. Scanning electron microscope images of a pre-pattern, self-assembled BCP, and aligned BCP when top-down and bottom-up methods are combined [16] (Figure from Ankit Vora. Reproduced with permission).

Chemoepitaxy incorporates a top-down process (e.g., e-beam, 193i, etc.) to create a pre-patterned substrate for the bottom-up assembly of the BCP to follow. It uses a chemical guiding pattern to direct the self-assembly of the BCP, with pinning stripes made of a material that can preferentially attract one of the BCP components. The stripes are interspaced by an integer multiple of the pitch of the BCP. In between the pinning
stripes is a neutral material that equally attracts both components. The BCP can align along the pinning stripe, and the rest of the BCP alignment will follow [17-18]. The pinning stripes are preferred to be as close to $0.5L_0$ or $1.5L_0$ in width to minimize the interaction between the pinning stripe and the component of the block copolymer that is not attracted to it. This process is depicted in Figure 7a [16].

Graphoepitaxy uses a topographic pre-pattern to guide alignment of the BCP. It uses lithography (e.g., e-beam, 193i, EUV, etc.) to create the topographic pre-pattern (e.g. trenches, holes, etc.) from photoresist materials. The photoresist will typically have a preferential interaction with one of the components of the BCP, to help guide alignment in-plane, along the pre-pattern features. For trenches, inside the topographic pre-pattern, the bottom is neutral so that the BCP orients perpendicular to the substrate for out-of-plane alignment [18-19]. The process for this method using trenches for the pre-pattern is shown in Figure 7b [16].

Figure 7. a) Chemoepitaxy and b) Graphoepitaxy depiction for lamellae morphology DSA [16] (Figure from Ankit Vora. Reproduced with permission).
Once the orientation of the BCP is controlled in and out-of-plane, the thin film can be used as a patterning template, similar to the role of a photoresist in lithography [10]. After the BCP morphology and orientation is controlled into a desired pattern template, one of the block components is removed, typically through an etch process, to create a mask for pattern transfer.

Currently, PS-b-PMMA is dominantly used for DSA applications in industry. The structure is shown in Figure 3b. A tremendous amount of research has been done on PS-b-PMMA for DSA and it is currently the most understood system. It is a readily available material and has shown to have simple processing conditions ideal for fabrication processes as it can be spin-coated from fab-friendly solvents (e.g., PGMEA) and can be thermally annealed [21-22]. Additionally, the surface energies of the two blocks are balanced at elevated temperatures at the free surface, enabling perpendicular lamella to form when on a neutral substrate surface. Tsai et al. demonstrated the first 29 nm pitch DSA patterned FinFET device using a process which can easily be integrated into standard device fabrication [21].

However, PS-b-PMMA is limited by a relatively low $\chi$ and therefore; a resolution limit of 20 nm full pitch ($L_0$). Figure 8 demonstrates the pitch limit of PS-b-PMMA using AFM images of two different molecular weight PS-b-PMMA BCPs, one with a 20 nm pitch and molecular weight of 30 K, and another with a lower molecular weight of 28 K [16]. In order for DSA to be competitive with current photolithography standards, it is necessary to reach a higher resolution (i.e., smaller pitch). This can be achieved by
controlling the degree of polymerization (N) and the \( \chi \) parameter. Equation 1 shows the relationship between \( \chi \), N, and \( L_0 \), where \( \alpha \) is a statistical segment length [6].

\[
L_0 \approx \alpha N^{2/3} \chi^{1/6}
\]

Equation 1

By increasing the \( \chi \) parameter and reducing N, a smaller pitch is possible, making high-\( \chi \) BCPs of interest. However, although PS-b-PMMA is inherently neutral at the air interface, high-\( \chi \) BCPs are usually not, and so the challenge of using high-\( \chi \) BCPs is the difficulty in orientation control at the air interface.

Figure 8. Atomic force microscopy images of two different molecular weight PS-b-PMMA showing that a pitch lower than 20 nm is not possible [16] (Figure from Ankit Vora. Reproduced with permission).

1.3 Significance

Lithography is a costly process, especially with the current use of multiple patterning, requiring multiple lithographic steps to reach sub-20nm features. The ability of BCPs to self-assemble at the nanoscale make them of interest to use as masks with current photolithography processes. High-\( \chi \) BCPs are of particular interest to surpass the 20 nm pitch limit of PS-b-PMMA, which is the dominantly used BCP for DSA in
industry. If an orientation control method compatible with fabrication friendly conditions can be achieved, then high-$\chi$ BCPs can be exploited to form nanoscopic features smaller than those offered by current photolithography processes at a lower cost.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

The idea of using block copolymer self-assembly for nanolithographic applications was first introduced by Mansky in 1995 in a publication, “Monolayer films of diblock copolymer microdomains for nanolithographic applications [22].” Since then, a variety of research has been done on self-assembly and DSA. For DSA to be successful, control of domain orientation of the BCP thin films is crucial. For perpendicular orientation, it is necessary for the interfaces to be neutral. In this chapter, a literature overview for methods of orientation control of BCPs and etching methods is given.

2.1 Neutral Substrate Interface

One of the earlier studies on using random copolymers to modify the substrate interface was done by Kellogg et al., in which random copolymers consisting of PS and PMMA (PS-r-PMMA) were coated onto substrate interfaces [23]. This study showed that as the specific interaction between either block of the BCP and the substrate decreased, perpendicular orientation was achieved at the substrate interface.

Later on, in 1997, Mansky et al. published a study on using random copolymers for substrate modification, but instead used hydroxyl (OH) end grafted PS-r-PMMA and identified surface neutrality through contact angle measurements [24]. The use of the OH end group on the random copolymer allows the copolymer to end-graft itself to the silicon oxide layer of the substrate, and therefore immobilizes it. The reason for using end-grafted polymers was because previously the random copolymer chains were not
chemically linked to the substrate, and so the copolymer could diffuse into the BCP film during annealing.

Mansky et al. showed that when a constant incommensurate film thickness is used, $1L_0$ ("classical") step height features that look like islands or holes are seen at the surface [25]. Depending on film thickness and whether there is symmetric or asymmetric wetting, either island or hole topography will be seen. Peter et al. took this a step further to identify the neutrality of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) [26]. The SAM surfaces were oxidized through x-ray radiation with a range of exposures. When a transition from islands to holes was seen, it was interpreted as a switch of the block that preferentially wet the substrate.

In 2013, Kim et al. reported a new phenomenon in which $0.5L_0$ step height islands and holes were observed [27]. In the study, two different lamella-forming high-$\chi$ BCPs were used, poly(styrene-block-[isoprene-random-epoxysoprene]) (PS-b-PEI78) and poly(4-trimethylsilelstyrene-block-D,L-lactide) (PTMSS-b-PLA). The BCP, PS-b-PEI78, is PS-b-PI with 78 mol % epoxidation on the isoprene block which makes the BCP neutral at the air interface. When PS-b-PI and PS-b-PEI78 were coated onto a PS brush, which is preferential to the PS block, PS-b-PI formed classical $1L_0$ step height features, while PS-b-PEI78 formed $0.5L_0$ step height features, shown in Figure 9 [27].
Figure 9. Atomic force microscopy height and phase images (a, b) of PS-b-PI on a PS preferential brush. (c) 1$L_0$ step height expected from both interfaces having preferential wetting. Atomic force microscope height and phase images (d, e) of PS-b-PEI78 on a PS preferential brush. (f) 0.5$L_0$ step height indicating neutral air interface [27] (reprinted with permission from American Chemical Society. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society).

The inverse experiment was done using PTMSS-b-PLA, where PTMSS preferentially wets the air interface. When it was annealed on a neutral substrate, 0.5$L_0$ topography was also observed. Figure 10 shows a schematic that illustrates the 0.5$L_0$ step heights that result from thin films that have only one neutral interface [27].

Figure 10. Schematic of 0.5$L_0$ step height formation when the thin film has (a) neutral free surface and preferential substrate or (b) preferential free surface and neutral substrate [27] (reprinted with permission from American Chemical Society. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.).
2.2 Air Interface Control

The challenge of using high-$\chi$ BCPs is that due to the large difference in the interaction parameter between the blocks, it is likely that one block will be preferential at the air interface in order to minimize surface energy [28]. Various high-$\chi$ BCPs have been proposed and studied to use for DSA, including: poly(styrene-block 2-vinyl pyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) [14][29], poly(styrene-block dimethylsiloxane) (PS-b-PDMS) [30], poly(styrene-block-ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO) [31], and poly(styrene-block-trimethylene carbonate) (PS-b-PTMC) [32]. To avoid the formation of a parallel layer at the air interface for these high-$\chi$ BCPs, different orientation control methods have been developed, including solvent vapor annealing (SVA), top-coat, and chemical modification of BCPs.

2.2.1 Solvent Vapor Annealing (SVA)

When a BCP thin film is cast onto a substrate, it usually becomes kinetically trapped in a non-equilibrium, and often, disorganized state. In order for BCPs to self-assemble into their equilibrium structure, the BCP chains must be mobile enough to reorganize themselves. Typically, simple thermal annealing above $T_g$ can facilitate the attainment of the organized structures at equilibrium. However, long anneal times are often required, and because of the surface energy difference of the blocks, a layer of the material with the lowest surface energy forms at the free surface [33]. In response to this, various groups have employed solvent vapor annealing (SVA) for orientation control [31], [34]. In SVA, a mobile polymer film is formed by exposing the as-prepared BCP thin film to one or more solvent vapors in a solvent exposure chamber at temperatures
typically below the $T_g$ of either block [35]. The solvent vapors cause the thin film to swell and become mobile. Removal of the solvent vapors kinetically traps the polymer, preserving the orientation. One of the first examples using SVA was completed by Albalak et al. in 1998 [36]. Since then, SVA has been successfully used for orientation control of high-$\chi$ BCPs, such as PS-b-PDMS [30], PS-b-P2VP [37], and PS-b-PEO [31].

Albert et al. studied the effect of solvent evaporation rate on poly(deuterated styrene-b-isoprene-b-deuterated styrene) (PdS-b-PI-b-PdS) triblock copolymer [34]. Using a constant concentration of chloroform as the solvent vapor, parallel cylinders formed. However, depending on the solvent removal rate, orientation changed. At instantaneous removal, morphology and orientation were conserved, but as the rate decreased, the orientation at the free surface switched to perpendicular, with featureless regions observed at intermediate removal rates. Figure 11 shows AFM images of the free surface as solvent removal rate decreased [34].

![Decreasing solvent removal rate](image)

Figure 11. Atomic force microscopy images of PdS-b-PI-b-PdS cylinders as solvent removal rate decreases and causes change in domain orientation from parallel to perpendicular (Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society) [34].
2.2.2 Top-Coat

A top-coat is compatible with thermal annealing and is meant to work similarly to the neutral substrate underlayer. A material that is non-preferential for both blocks is placed on top of the BCP film at the air interface (e.g., spin coat or polymer off-set printing) so that perpendicular orientation is induced at the air interface with the use of thermal annealing [13-14]. The use of top-coats has been successful on high-$\chi$ BCPs such as PTMSS-b-PLA [13] and PS-b-P2VP [14].

Yoshida et al. reported a study on the use of top-coats for orientation control of PS-b-P2VP lamellae [14][6]. The materials PS, PS-r-P2VP, and P2VP were cross-linked on separate substrates to use as top-coats. The top-coats were then transferred onto the surface of a PS-b-P2VP thin film using either floating or a polymer off-set printing method. Once the top-coat was transferred, thermal annealing was used at 190 °C for 24 hours. The results showed clear formation of a wetting layer at the top interface when PS and P2VP were used as at the top-coats. When PS-r-P2VP was used as the top-coat, perpendicular lamellae formed. Figure 12 shows cross-sectional SEM images of the three samples [6].

Figure 12. Cross-sectional SEM images of PS-b-P2VP with three different top coats of PS, PS-r-P2VP, and P2VP respectively (Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society) [6].
Bates et al. used a different method to obtain perpendicular orientation with the use of a top-coat [13]. In the study, they used a random copolymer containing maleic anhydride, which in its polar form (ring-opened maleic anhydride) is soluble in aqueous ammonium hydroxide. The solution was spin coated onto the surface of the PTMSS-b-PLA thin film and was subsequently thermally annealed, during which ring-closure was induced, switching the polarity of the top-coat. This gave a less polar top-coat that is then non-preferential to either block in the BCP, allowing for perpendicular orientation to occur. The top-coat can be stripped after annealing using an aqueous solvent, exposing the BCP for further processing. This process is shown in Figure 13 [13]. The top-coat surface interaction is further tuned through the use of additional co-monomers, like fluorinated methacrylate, to the maleic anhydride. Norbornene was used in order to increase the $T_g$ of the top-coat.

![Figure 13. Schematic of polarity switching top-coat application process. Substrate surface is modified to be neutral, the BCP, followed by the top-coat, are spin coated on. The BCP and top-coat are then thermally annealed, at which point the top-coat switches polarity. The top-coat is then stripped off to expose perpendicular lamellae [13] (reprinted with permission from The American Association for the Advancement of Science).](image-url)
The floating method for applying a top-coat suffers from scalability issues and introduction of defects [38]. Additionally, neutral polymers spin coated onto the BCP tend to be soluble in a solvent that dissolves the BCP, making removal of the top-coat a challenge. Although Bates et al. surpassed these challenges with the polarity switching top-coat, the process still requires an additional spin coating step and removal step [13].

2.2.3 Selective Chemical Modification

Though both SVA and top-coat methods have been shown to induce perpendicular orientation, it would be beneficial to use BCPs that are non-preferential at the air interface and do not require any additional processing steps. Some examples of such BCPs include PS-b-PLA [39], poly(ethylene glycol-b-fluorinated methacrylate) [40], and PS-b-PEI78 [15]. However, design of such BCPs is challenging.

A study on the partial epoxidation of PI in a PS-b-PI BCP was done by Kim et al. [15]. Epoxidation was done post-polymerization of PS-b-PI via a reaction with dimethyl dioxirane. The epoxidation was assumed to occur randomly throughout the PI block. The varied parameter in this study was the degree of epoxidation and its effect on the BCP interfacial wetting properties and surface energy. Using contact angle measurements, a linear relationship was shown between the degree of epoxidation and surface energy of the PI block. As epoxidation increases, surface energy decreases and reaches a surface energy nearly equal to that of PS, allowing for perpendicular lamellae orientation, shown in Figure 14 [15]. This study showed that the incorporation of a random copolymer into one of the blocks of a BCP can decouple bulk thermodynamics of the BCP.
Figure 14. Scanning electron microscope images of PS-PI as the degree of epoxidation increases on the PI block, showing PS-PI can be converted to a BCP with equal surface energies of the blocks [15] (reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society).

2.2.4 Embedded Neutral Layer

A different approach for orientation control was recently developed by Hustad et al., through the use of low surface energy polymers [29]. They used a formulation based approach, where they blended a low surface energy BCP into their high-$\chi$ PS-b-P2VP formulation, which they refer to as an embedded neutral layer (ENL). The material used for the ENL was a BCP designed to be both neutral to PS-b-P2VP, and surface active. Surface activity was achieved by using fluorinated polymers, as they are known to have very low surface energies [41]. Since the ENL material is surface active, it segregates to the air-BCP interface during annealing and becomes a neutral layer in order to obtain the desired perpendicular lamellae. Different concentrations of the ENL material (10 and 20 wt% relative to PS-b-P2VP) were added and evaluated by SEM and XPS, with their
results shown in Figure 15 [29]. The SEM results revealed that perpendicular lamellae formed with 20 wt % ENL material, while when 10 wt % was used, only partial coverage was seen. The XPS results showed that fluorine content was high at the surface of the film. At a higher concentration, a thinner and more defined fluorine containing film was formed, indicating less mixing of the additive in the bulk of the film. This showed that the concentration of the fluorine containing material in the BCP formulation was critical for orientation control.

Figure 15. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and SEM data showing effect of ENL on perpendicular orientation, along with representative cartoons. (a) No ENL shows island/hole morphology, (b) 10 wt % ENL shows partial perpendicular lamellae coverage, and (c) 20 wt % ENL shows full coverage [29] (Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society).
2.3 Etch Processes

For DSA to be successfully implemented as an alternative to current multiple patterning processes, pattern transfer is essential. Reactive ion etching (RIE) is a commonly used process for pattern transfer to selectively remove one of the blocks [31-32], [43-44]. Synthesizing BCPs with one etch-resistant block has been one of the strategies focused on by many groups in order to increase etch selectivity for reactive ion etching (RIE) [6]. Typically, the etch resistant block has an inorganic component, such as silicon. A reason Bates et al. selected PTMSS-b-PLA for their top-coat study, was because PTMSS (silicon-containing block) has a much lower O₂ RIE rate than PLA [13]. Another high-χ BCP, PS-b-PDMS, has also been of interest due to the high etch selectivity between the blocks due to the silicon containing block (PDMS) [30].

An alternative approach to increase etch contrast, is the use of sequential infiltration synthesis (SIS). The SIS experiment is carried out in an atomic layer deposition (ALD) chamber, where a material of interest nucleates within the polymer bulk, and these sites then serve as seeds for growth of inorganic particles [44]. Tseng et al. used gas-phase tri-methyl aluminum (TMA) to diffuse through a PS-b-PMMA film and selectively grow in the PMMA domains due to a chemical interaction between TMA and the carbonyl group in PMMA [45]. The process was done via an exposure/purge process in an ALD chamber using TMA and water [44-45]. The presence of the inorganic component, in that case, aluminum oxide, in the PMMA domain made it significantly more etch resistive than PS.
In a study done by Gokan et al., the dry etch resistance for organic molecules was investigated [46]. Using oxygen-ion etching, they looked at various organic polymers, with particular attention to the carbon and oxygen content in the polymer structure. Carbon was reported to be the rate-determining step in the etch rate, while an increased oxygen content in the polymer structure gave higher etching rates. They found a linear correlation between etch rate and oxygen and carbon content in organic polymers given in Equation 2 [46]

\[ V \propto \frac{N}{N_C + N_O} \]  

Equation 2

where \( V \) is the etch rate, \( N \) is the total number of atoms in a monomer unit, \( N_C \) is the total number of carbon atoms in a monomer unit, and \( N_O \) is the total number of oxygen atoms in a monomer unit. This means that organic polymers with a high ratio of oxygen to carbon atoms will have a higher etch rate than polymers consisting of mostly carbon.

2.4 Summary

Based on previous research, it is now widely known that using end grafted random copolymers consisting of the same or similar constituents as the BCP can be used to modify the substrate surface to yield a neutral surface. With the work done by Kim et al., the composition of the random copolymer needed to obtain a neutral substrate surface can be easily recognized through the use of AFM by identifying which composition forms 0.5L₀ step height features [27].

Currently, there are three main methods for orientation control of the air-BCP interface: SVA, top-coats, and chemical modification. For SVA, the literature showed that various parameters need to be controlled, and very volatile solvents (e.g., chloroform...
and THF) are typically used in the process [36-37]. Top-coats are compatible with the thermal annealing process, but still require additional processing steps in comparison to PS-b-PMMA [13-14]. More recently, the use of surface active polymers, particularly fluorinated polymers, have become of interest. When using surface active polymers, concentration is an important parameter to consider, as an insufficient amount does not allow for full coverage of perpendicular lamellae on the surface.

To selectively remove one of the blocks of the BCP, the two BCP constituents must have significantly different RIE rates. Using silicon-containing BCPs has been reported to increase etch selectivity [13], [30]. Use of SIS is another reported method, most commonly done using TMA and water, where the TMA selectively interacts with functional groups, such as carbonyls [43-44]. For organic BCPs, Gokan et al. showed that a high oxygen to carbon ratio is desired [46].
CHAPTER THREE

OBJECTIVE AND HYPOTHESIS

3.1 Objective and Justification

For this study, a carbonate platform BCP, poly(styrene-b-methyl 5-methyl-2-oxo-1,3-dioxane-5-carboxylate) (PS-b-PMeCAR), was chosen as a high-χ BCP for sub-20 nm pitch patterning. Various cyclic carbonate monomers can be polymerized by ring-opening polymerization from a hydroxyl-end function PS macroinitiator in order to tune the χ parameter to PS. Depending on the carbonate monomers used, these carbonate based BCPs can be high-χ systems. In addition, PMeCAR is expected to have a higher RIE rate due to the high oxygen to carbon ratio of the monomer unit in comparison to PS. Because of the polarity difference between the two block components, they have different surface energies, causing preferential interactions at the substrate and the air interfaces, and therefore an orientation control strategy is needed to enable vertically orientated BCP domains.

The objective of this study was to show how surface active polymers (SAP) as additives can be used to control the orientation of BCPs at the air interface. The SAPs consist of fluorinated groups to achieve a low surface energy, and an alcohol group that allows hydrogen bonding to occur preferentially between the SAP and a functional group in the higher surface energy block, i.e., carbonyl block [40-41]. Once bonded, the SAP is expected to pull this block towards the surface so that both blocks will be at the air interface.
The goal of this study was to optimize the BCP and SAP system to find fabrication friendly process conditions (e.g., short thermal anneal time, spin coat from conventional solvents, no topcoat, etc.) for enabling perpendicular orientation of the BCP. This was done by analyzing the effect of different SAP compositions and concentrations on the high-χ BCP orientation using AFM, SEM, and GISAXS. The SAP location in the film was verified using XPS. In addition, film thickness and etch studies with and without sequential infiltration synthesis (SIS) were done. The other objective was to successfully demonstrate DSA using graphoepitaxy. Temperature and annealing time were adjusted to improve alignment.

3.2 Motivation

Current methods of orientation control for high-χ BCPs with sub-20 nm pitch all have their drawbacks in comparison to the more fabrication-friendly method used for PS-b-PMMA, such as:

- The solvents used for solvent vapor annealing (SVA) are not fabrication friendly.
- Top-coats require additional processing steps in comparison to PS-b-PMMA.
- Block copolymers inherently neutral at the air interface are challenging to design.
- Embedded neutral layer (ENL) requires a high dose of the surface active neutral polymer, which could change the effective volume fraction of the BCP domains and negatively influence the etch selectivity.
The use of SAP as additives (i.e., less than 5 wt % relative to the BCP solids) is a formulation-based method compatible with thermal annealing and without additional processing steps, making the method fabrication-friendly.
CHAPTER FOUR

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this chapter, the materials, methods, and experimental details used to determine which SAP composition and concentration are ideal for orientation control of the PS-b-PMeCAR BCP to obtain perpendicular lamellae will be specified. As explained in the introduction chapter, neutral substrate and air interfaces are required to obtain perpendicular lamellae orientation. Therefore, identification of a neutral underlayer is an important first step for orientation control. For BCPs with SAP additive formulations to be implemented in fabrication processes, successful DSA (i.e., defect-free long range order) and the ability to selectively remove a BCP domain have to be demonstrated.

Table 1 presents a summary of the main experiments carried out, while Figure 16 shows the structure of PS-b-PMeCAR and a schematic of the process.

Table 1. Summary of experiments for orientation control of BCP thin film and DSA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Type of experiments</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral Substrate Interface</td>
<td>Spin coating of PS-r-PMMA</td>
<td>Variation of PS composition</td>
<td>0-32 % PS</td>
<td>AFM (Step height measurements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of Air Interface</td>
<td>Spin coating of PS-b-PMeCAR + SAP</td>
<td>SAP composition</td>
<td>SAP 1, SAP 2-40, SAP 2-80</td>
<td>GISAXS XPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAP concentration</td>
<td>2-3 wt %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Film thickness</td>
<td>30-40 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directed Self Assembly</td>
<td>Graphoepitaxy</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>170 °C, 200 °C</td>
<td>SEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>5 min, 10 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 16. (a) The structure of the BCP, PS-b-PMeCAR. (b) A schematic of the experimental process, starting with identifying the neutral underlayer, varying the SAP composition and concentration to obtain perpendicular lamellae, and directed self-assembly to orient the lamellae in-plane.

To identify the neutral substrate, the substrate surface was modified using hydroxide terminated random copolymers, as described by Mansky et al. [24]. By varying the PS composition of the PS-r-PMMA used to modify the substrate surface, and then spin coating and annealing the PS-b-PMeCAR, step height features form. The step height features can be used to identify the neutral underlayer by measuring via AFM which PS composition forms 0.5$L_0$ step height features, as reported by Kim et al. [27].

For air interface control, different concentrations of three different SAP compositions were used to determine the amount of SAP additive needed to pull the more polar BCP component to the surface. Two different film thicknesses were compared as well in order to observe how the SAP worked in a thicker film since not all processes use the same film thickness. The AFM was used to observe the film surface and confirm the presence of perpendicular lamellae.
A reactive ion etch (RIE) process and a sequential infiltration synthesis (SIS) process were applied to thin film samples with successful perpendicular orientation to show that they can be successfully used to selectively remove a BCP domain. Demonstration that a domain can be selectively removed is important to show in order for SAP additives to be considered for patterning applications.

As stated in the introduction, along with out-of-plane orientation control, in-plane alignment is also important for the use of BCPs in patterning applications. For the DSA step, graphoepitaxy was attempted on a SAP additive containing BCP formulation that showed successful perpendicular orientation. However, because the initial annealing conditions used did not give satisfactory results, temperature and time were varied to improve the alignment [48]. To check the BCP alignment along the pre-pattern, SEM was used.

4.1 Materials

The PS-b-PMeCAR BCP, and SAP additives used were synthesized at IBM Research-Almaden. The properties of PS-b-PMeCAR are as follows: $M_n^{PS} = 12,500$ g/mol, $M_n^{PMeCAR} = 14,500$ g/mol, volume fraction of PMeCAR block, $V_{f^{PMeCAR}} \sim 0.48$, and PDI = 1.02.

The PS-r-PMMA random copolymers are hydroxyl-end functionalized in order to graft onto the silicon substrate and were used as underlayers. The PS-r-PMMA solutions consisting of 0 and 20% styrene were provided by EMD Performance Materials Corporation (AZEMBLY™ NLD-303 and AZEMBLY™ NLD-328J, respectively). The PS-r-PMMA solution consisting of 32% styrene was synthesized at IBM.
4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Preparation of Underlayer Solution

For the 32% styrene underlayer solution prepared on site at IBM, the PS-r-PMMA copolymer was obtained in powder form. The copolymer solution was made by dissolving the powder PS-r-PMMA in PGMEA, to make a 1.0 wt % with a 95:5 weight ratio of PS-r-PMMA to PNBT. To remove particles, the underlayer solution was filtered through a 0.2 μm nylon filter. The 0 and 20% styrene solutions were used as received, and did not require filtering, as they were already filtered.

4.2.2 Preparation of BCP solution and SAP formulations

The PS-b-PMeCAR, was obtained in powder form, and was synthesized using the method described by Vora et al. for ring opening polymerization of carbonates from PS-OH [32]. The powder was dissolved in PGMEA, to create a 1.2 wt % solution. To prepare the BCP with SAP additive formulations, a 1.2 wt % stock solution of the SAP in PGMEA was used, and 2-3 wt % of SAP stock solution was added to the BCP stock solution. Once fully dissolved, the solution was passed through a 0.2 μm nylon filter to remove particles.

4.2.3 Identification of Neutral Underlayer

Hydroxyl terminated PS-r-PMMA solutions of varying ratios of styrene and methyl methacrylate were grafted onto bare silicon by spin coating at 2000 rpm for 30 seconds and subsequently annealed. For the underlayer solutions prepared at IBM, the substrate was annealed at 200 °C for 3 minutes. For the underlayer solutions provided by
EMD Performance Materials Corporation, the substrates were annealed at 250 °C for 2 minutes.

The substrates were rinsed with PGMEA to remove any unreacted material. This was done by spin coating the PGMEA on the substrates at 2000 rpm for 30 seconds. Afterwards, the BCP solution without any SAP was spin coated at 2000 rpm for 30 seconds. The samples were annealed at 170 °C for 5 minutes which is well above the T_g temperature of PS (which has the higher T_g of the two BCP components at about 100 °C). The thin films were characterized by AFM to measure the step height of the islands and holes. Using the method proposed by Kim et al., an underlayer that showed a step height of 0.5L_0 was selected as the neutral underlayer [27].

4.2.4 Thin Film Sample Preparation

The neutral underlayer was applied onto the silicon substrate under the same conditions described above. After rinsing with PGMEA to remove any unreacted material, the BCP with SAP additive formulation was spin coated between 1500-2000 rpm, depending on desired film thickness, for 30 seconds. The sample was annealed at 170 °C for 5 minutes. The surface topography was analyzed using AFM. The AFM was used to determine orientation of the lamellae. Additional analysis of the thin film was done using GISAXS and XPS.

4.2.5 Preparation of Graphoepitaxy Pre-pattern

AZEMBLY™ NLD-328J (20% PS) was spin coated at 2000 rpm for 30 seconds on a silicon wafer substrate stack comprised of a silicon wafer bottom layer coated with ~30 nm thick amorphous carbon layer and 10 nm thick silicon nitride (SiN_x) layer. After
forming the thin film, the coated wafer was baked at 250 °C for 2 minutes and cooled to room temperature. The underlayer was then given a solvent rinse by casting PGMEA on top of the coated wafer, letting the solvent puddle for 30 seconds, and spin drying the treated wafer at 2000 rpm for 30 seconds. The final film thickness of the underlayer was 10 nm after the solvent rinse. Next, a 60 nm thick layer of a commercial 193 nm negative-tone photoresist (JSR ARF7210JN-8) was disposed on this underlayer coated substrate followed by post application bake at 80 °C for 60 seconds. The photoresist layer was then exposed using a 193 nm immersion interference tool (IBM NEMO) with fixed dose of 4.67 mJ, baked at 95 °C for 60 seconds, and developed for 60 seconds with 2-heptanone developer. The resulting 200 nm pitch patterned photoresist layer was then hard baked at 200 °C for 3 minutes prior to coating a block copolymer formulation.

4.2.6 Preparation of Graphoepitaxy DSA Samples

PS-b-PMeCAR BCP was dissolved in PGMEA to form a 0.8 wt % stock solution based on total weight of the solution. A separate 0.8 wt % stock solution of the selected SAP in PGMEA was prepared. The desired amount of SAP stock solution was added to the BCP solution and stirred to form a homogeneous solution. The BCP with SAP additive formulation was passed through a 0.2 μm nylon filter to remove particles.

The formulation was spin coated onto the pre-patterned substrate described in the previous section at 2000 rpm for 30 seconds. It was subsequently thermal annealed at the desired temperature and time, and immediately cooled to room temperature. Alignment and defectivity inside the guiding pre-pattern trenches was determined using top-down SEM.
4.2.7 SIS Process

A thin film of the BCP was placed in a Cambridge NanoTech Fiji F200 at 75 °C. Trimethyl aluminum (TMA) was admitted into the reactor at a pressure of 70 Torr for 5 minutes. The chamber was evacuated to a pressure below 20 mTorr to remove excess TMA and byproducts. Water was then introduced at a pressure of 70 Torr for 5 minutes and then purged to complete the cycle. The process was repeated for 7 cycles.

4.2.8 Etch Process

Etching experiments without SIS were done on a trilayer stack consisting of a silicon substrate, followed by α-carbon (30 nm), SiNx (10 nm), and the underlayer. To remove the PMeCAR but preserve the PS, an O₂ etch was used in a Lam Research 4520 XLe dielectric etcher. The following parameters were used: 7 sec, 300 mTorr, O₂ flow rate of 136 sccm, lower electrode power 50 W, upper electrode power 0 W, and gap between electrodes 2.25 cm. To remove SiNx, a mixture of CF₄ and CHF₃ was used by a Plasma Therm Versaline ICP etcher. The following parameters were used: 13 sec, 4 mTorr, CF₄ flow rate of 20 sccm, CHF₃ flow rate of 15 sccm, bias power 50 W, and coil power 100 W. To remove the α-carbon, a mixture of O₂ and N₂ was used in the same etcher as for SiNx. The following parameters were used for this step: 30 sec, 4 mTorr, O₂ flow rate 2 sccm, N₂ flow rate 40 sccm, bias power 100 W, and coil power 200 W.

The etch process for the SIS modified sample was done with a Lam Research 4520 XLLe dielectric etch tool. To remove the PS domain, the following parameters were used: 10 sec, 500 mTorr, O₂ flow rate of 136 sccm, lower electrode power 50 W, upper
electrode power 0 W, and gap between electrodes 2.25 cm. All of the samples post etch process were imaged using a Leo Gemini SEM to characterize the morphology.

4.3 Instrumentation

4.3.1 AFM

A Digital Instruments 3100 AFM operated in tapping mode in air using a Si cantilever with a 1 N/m spring constant was used to analyze the surface topography of the BCP thin films. The typical scan rate used was 1 Hz, with image sizes varying from 2 μm x 2 μm to 5 μm x 5 μm. The 5 μm x 5 μm scan size was used to measure step height differences to identify the neutral underlayer, while the 2 μm x 2 μm scan sizes were used to determine the orientation of the lamellae and to measure the pitch of the BCP. The step height measurements were done using the section cut, and the pitch measurements were done using the section and power spectral density features on the Nanoscope Analysis v. 1.5 AFM software by Bruker.

4.3.2 SEM

A Leo Gemini scanning electron microscope (SEM) at 10.0 kV electron charge was used to measure the DSA samples. For top-down images of the samples throughout the etch process, a 100k magnification was used. A 200k magnification was used to take the images of the post-etch cross-sections, graphoepitaxy pre-pattern, and DSA samples.

4.3.3 GISAXS

Grazing incidence small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) was used to analyze lamellae orientation over a larger area and throughout the film of a sample. The GISAXS data was collected at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL) at beam line 7.3.3 [49]. The incident X-ray energy was 10 keV and the sample to detector distance was 4 m. Scattered X-rays were collected using a Pilatus 2M detector. Data was normalized for incoming x-ray intensity, film thickness and wafer size, averaged, and integrated along $q_x = 0.028 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$ using the IRENA package, developed by I. Ilavsky et al. [50]. The scattering profiles were analyzed by fitting a series of Voigt peaks and an exponential background to the 1D data. The periodicity was calculated from the 1st order Bragg peak by $d = 2\pi/q$, where $d$ is the periodicity and $q$ is the scattering wave vector.

4.3.4 XPS

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was done on a Physical Electronics Quantum ESCA Microprobe, using a monochromated AlKα X-ray source at 187.85 eV, 200 μm spot size throughout, and charge neutralization. High resolution spectra were taken at three different angles for depth profiling: 15° (47 eV PE, 0.4 eV/step, electron escape depth ~ 3 nm), 45° (59 eV PE, 0.4 eV/step, electron escape depth ~ 8 nm), and 80° (24 eV PE, 0.2 eV/step, electron escape depth ~ 12 nm).
CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results obtained for self-assembly and DSA using a high-\(\chi\) BCP based on a polycarbonate platform are discussed in this chapter. The discussion is divided into sections in sequential order, starting with identification of a neutral underlayer, followed by orientation control using different SAP additives, etch and SIS results, and then alignment using graphoepitaxy DSA.

5.1 Random Copolymer as Neutral Underlayer

As the first step to control the orientation of the PS-b-PMeoCAR lamellae, a neutral underlayer was identified. For thermally annealed systems, a non-preferential substrate interface can be obtained by grafting random copolymers onto the substrate. For PS-b-PMeoCAR, hydroxyl end-functional PS-r-PMMA copolymer brushes with varying amounts of PS were chosen to modify the substrate interface. To identify which composition is neutral for the BCP, a qualitative method previously presented by Kim et al. was used, in which the formation of 0.5\(L_0\) island or hole step height features appear when only one interface is neutral [27]. For PS-b-PMeoCAR, polystyrene has the lower surface energy of the two BCP components, and therefore is expected to be the only material at the air-BCP interface, making the air-BCP interface non-neutral [32]. If the random copolymer brush is non-neutral, then 1\(L_0\) step height features form, whereas 0.5\(L_0\) step height features form only if the random copolymer brush is neutral. The step heights were measured by AFM. Using a PMMA brush (0\% S), the AFM image shown in Figure 17a, shows hole morphology with approximately 1\(L_0\) step height (\(L = 18.9\) nm).
This sample exhibits asymmetric wetting, with the PMeCAR block wetting the BCP substrate interface and PS wetting the air interface. In contrast, when a 32% S containing underlayer was used, Figure 17c shows island morphology with approximately 1L₀ step height (L = 19.3 nm), as expected for symmetric wetting with PS at the bottom and top interface. The transition from hole to island morphology indicates that the neutral composition lies in between the two compositions. Indeed, by using a 20% S containing underlayer, approximately 0.5L₀ (L = 9.0 nm) step height hole morphology was seen, as shown in Figure 17b, identifying this underlayer as neutral.

![Figure 17](image)

**Figure 17.** Atomic force microscope topographic images of (a) asymmetrical wetting showing holes with 1L₀ step height on PMeCAR preferential UL (0% S), (b) 0.5L₀ step height on neutral UL (20% S), and (c) symmetrical wetting showing islands with 1L₀ step height on PS preferential UL (32% S), with corresponding height graphs of a surface section to measure height differences.
5.2 Air Interface Control

Following the successful identification of 20% S as the neutral underlayer, formulations of PS-b-PMeCAR with different SAP compositions and concentrations were prepared for orientation control at the air interface. In general, fluorinated groups are surface active, and therefore have a lower surface energy than polystyrene [38]. By using polymers containing fluorinated groups, it was postulated that these SAPs could enable orientation control at the BCP-air interface through two key design parameters. First, the SAP has a lower surface energy than either of the individual BCP components, PS or PMeCAR in this case. Second, the SAP has a preferential interaction with the more polar, higher surface energy block of the BCP. The combined design parameters in the SAP should help in balancing the surface energies of the two BCP components at the BCP-air interface by preferentially interacting with the polar component and bringing it to the air interface. In this section, the results of the effects of the different SAP compositions and concentrations on orientation are presented.

The first SAP composition studied, SAP 1, was a homopolymer, poly(hexafluoro alcohol styrene) (PHFAS), shown in Figure 18. For this SAP composition, the CF$_3$ groups on the styrene are meant to give the SAP a lower surface energy than either BCP components, fulfilling the first design parameter. The hydroxyl group acts as a hydrogen bond donor, and preferentially interacts with the carbonyl group of the methyl carbonate in the BCP, fulfilling the second design parameter [47].
Two different concentrations of SAP 1 (2 and 3 wt %) were added to the BCP solution and spin coated onto silicon substrates with a neutral underlayer of 20% S, and characterized by AFM, shown in Figure 19. Both concentrations resulted in perpendicular lamellae orientation, and the distinct features shown in the phase AFM images demonstrate that two different compositions are at the surface (PS and PMeCAR). The pitch of the BCP was measured to be approximately 20.7 nm, which is within reasonable agreement with the pitch measured using GISAXS (19.87 nm). However, 2 wt % SAP 1 contains areas in which parallel lamellae form, as shown in Figure 19a. These defects are undesired for later pattern transfer applications into the silicon substrate. On the other hand, when 3 wt % SAP 1 was used, perpendicular lamellae were seen to form uniformly over a 2 μm x 2 μm area coverage, as shown in Figure 19b. Based on this observation, it is possible that at 2 wt % there is not enough SAP 1 to uniformly bring the methyl carbonate groups to the air interface. These results show that despite having a surface active group present, if the group is not sufficiently surface active, then the SAP will be incapable of fully controlling lamellae orientation. Either a
higher concentration of SAP 1 is needed, as shown by the need to use 3 wt %, or a more surface active group is necessary for proper orientation control.

Figure 19. Atomic force microscope phase images of PS-b-PMeCAR + SAP 1 on a modified neutral substrate with (a) 2 wt % and (b) 3 wt % SAP 1. Scale bar: 400 nm.

The next SAP composition studied was a random copolymer consisting of HFAS (same as SAP 1) and pentafluorostyrene (PFS), referred to as SAP 2, shown in Figure 20. The addition of PFS (a fluorinated styrene) further lowers the surface energy of SAP 2 in comparison to SAP 1, making SAP 2 more surface active. The hydroxyl group on the HFAS group still acts as a hydrogen bond donor to preferentially interact with the carbonyl group in the PMeCAR block. With this, the two SAP design parameters of having a lower surface energy than either of the BCP components and selective interaction with the more polar block (PMeCAR), are fulfilled.
Because SAP 2 is a random copolymer containing two different components, a study varying the mole ratio of PFS to HFAS was done to better understand the effect of surface activity. The two different ratios studied were 40:60 (SAP 2-40) and 80:20 (SAP 2-80). By increasing the amount of PFS, the surface energy of the SAP is further reduced, so SAP 2-80 is more surface active than either SAP 1 or SAP 2-40.

The first SAP ratio studied was SAP 2-40. Again, 2 and 3 wt % concentrations were added to PS-b-PMeCAR solutions, spin coated onto a silicon substrate with a neutral underlayer, and characterized by AFM, as shown in Figure 21. Both concentrations showed perpendicular lamellae formation, with distinct phases seen in the AFM phase images, indicating the presence of both block components on the surface. The pitch in this case was measured to be 20.8 nm, similar to the pitch using SAP 1 (20.7 nm). However, at a 3 wt % concentration, defects can be seen through the surface in the form of parallel lamellae areas, shown in Figure 21b. At a 2 wt % concentration, the AFM phase image shows full coverage of perpendicular lamellae in a 2 μm x 2 μm area, shown in Figure 21a. For the SAP 2-40, a 3 wt % concentration appears to be too high.
Unlike the results seen using SAP 1, where a higher amount of SAP 1 was needed for orientation control, for SAP 2-40, which is more surface active than SAP 1, a higher amount of SAP 2-40 becomes too surface active.

Figure 21. Atomic force microscope phase images of PS-b-PMeCAR + SAP 2-40 with (a) 2 wt % and (b) 3 wt % SAP 2-40: Scale bar: 400 nm.

Because of the higher surface activity, the SAP 2-40 segregates to the air interface and pulls the hydrogen bonded methyl carbonate phase towards the surface as well to form parallel lamellae. Therefore, a balance of surface activity between the PS and the SAP modified carbonate must be reached for orientation control to occur.

A film thickness study was done as well on a 2 wt % SAP 2-40 formulation in order to determine how the SAP acted in thicker films. Film thicknesses of approximately 33 and 43 nm were prepared and characterized via AFM. For a thicker film, defects in the form of parallel lamellae were visible across the surface, as shown in Figure 22b. This could be a result of the SAP becoming trapped in the bulk of the thin
film due to the limiting surface activity of the SAP, or the molecular weight of the additive being kinetically trapped.

Figure 22. Atomic force microscope phase images of PS-b-PMeCAR + 2% SAP 2-40 at film thicknesses (a) 33 nm and (b) 43 nm. Scale bar: 400 nm.

For SAP 2-80, which has a higher surface activity than SAP 2-40 due to the higher content of PFS, concentration studies using 2 and 3 wt % and characterization by AFM were done as well. The results, shown in Figure 23, are similar to those of SAP 2-40. At 2 wt %, perpendicular lamellae are seen across a 2 μm x 2 μm AFM phase image shown in Figure 23a, while at 3 wt %, defects in the form of parallel lamellae are seen across the surface, as seen in Figure 23b. Due to SAP 2-80 being so similar to SAP 2-40 in design, with the difference of a higher surface activity, these results are unsurprising.

The AFM images of the thickness study for 2 wt % SAP 2-80, with film thicknesses of 33 and 43 nm, are shown in Figure 24. With SAP 2-80, defects were no longer present on the thicker film like they were when using SAP 2-40. The results
between the SAP 2-40 and SAP 2-80 thickness studies imply that by using a more surface active SAP, less of the SAP becomes trapped in the thin film, allowing for perpendicular lamellae to form in thicker films.

Figure 23. Atomic force microscope phase images of PS-b-PMeCAR + SAP 2-80 with (a) 2 wt % SAP 2-80, showing no defects (b) and 3 wt % SAP 2-80, with flat areas. Scale bar: 400 nm.

Figure 24. Atomic force microscope phase images of PS-b-PMeCAR + 2 wt % SAP 2-80 at different film thicknesses (a) 33 nm and (b) 43 nm. Scale bar: 400 nm.
To further confirm that the addition of SAP to the BCP enables perpendicular lamellae on a larger scale and throughout the film, GISAXS analysis was done on samples containing 3 wt % SAP 1, 2 wt % SAP 2-40, 2 wt % SAP 2-80, and a control sample with no SAP. The in-plane scattering profiles are shown in Figure 25. For the sample containing no SAP, no high intensity peaks are observed, with only a single weak 1\textsuperscript{st} order Bragg peak present. The lack of high intensity peaks and weak 1\textsuperscript{st} order Bragg peak signal indicate the lack of perpendicular lamellae in the film, with the majority of the lamellae being parallel to the substrate, which is in agreement with the AFM results shown earlier.

With the addition of the different SAP additive compositions, the in-plane scattering profiles were vastly different from the one without the SAP additive. All the thin film samples containing SAP display a much higher intensity 1\textsuperscript{st} order Bragg peak than the thin film without SAP, indicating a stronger presence of perpendicular lamellae in the films. Moreover, 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} order peaks formed as well, further demonstrating the presence of perpendicular lamellae within and throughout the film. Additionally, the positions of the three peaks form a ratio of 1:2:3, which is typical for lamellae structures [51]. The lower intensity of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} order peak in comparison to the 3\textsuperscript{rd} order peak is indicative of the two BCP components being present in equal amounts. The nearest neighbor spacing of the BCP (the pitch) was determined from the 1\textsuperscript{st} order Bragg peak by \(d = 2\pi/q\) and was found to be 19.87 nm.
Figure 25. Plots of GISAXS in-plane scattering profiles for no SAP, SAP 1, SAP 2-40, and SAP 2-80. The sample with no SAP displays a weak 1\textsuperscript{st} order Bragg peak, indicating lack of perpendicular lamellae. Samples with SAP display a stronger 1\textsuperscript{st} order Bragg peak, and the presence of 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} order peaks in a 1:2:3 peak position ratio, typical for lamellae structures.

The purpose of the SAP is to pull the more polar component of a BCP to the surface of the film, and so the SAP is expected to be found at the surface. To confirm the location of the SAP additive in the film, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to analyze the fluorine presence in the film as a characteristic element of the SAP. The fluorine presence was analyzed at different angles (15°, 45°, and 80°). Each angle has a different electron escape depth (~3, 8, and 12 nm, respectively). As the film thickness of the three samples was approximately 30 nm, full depth profiling was not possible. Figure 26 plots the fluorine content in a sample with no SAP and a sample with 2 wt % SAP 2-40. As expected, no fluorine was detected in the control sample with no SAP. For the sample with 2 wt % SAP 2-40, at 15°, a clear peak is visible, indicating the presence of fluorine. At 45°, the fluorine peak is much more intense, and at 80°, the peak
intensity increases, but is still very similar to the peak at 45°. As 99% of the detected electrons arise from within the first 3 nm for 15° measurements, from within the first 8 nm for 45°, and 12 nm for 80° measurements, it can be concluded that most of the fluorine is within the first 8 nm of the film.

Figure 26. X-ray photoelectron spectra at the fluorine edge showing fluorine content at different detection depths in a control sample with no SAP and a sample with 2 wt % SAP 2-40.

The oxygen profiles, shown in Figure 27, were consistent with the proposed morphology. For the control sample with no SAP additive, no oxygen was found within the first 3 nm of the film. Polystyrene does not contain oxygen, and so this confirms the presence of PS as a parallel layer at the surface of the film. Increasing the angle, and therefore probing deeper into the film, the oxygen signal appears at 45° and becomes stronger at 80°. At 80°, the signal comes from the first 12 nm of the film, at which point
electrons from the oxygen in the PMeCAR domain can be detected, making up the majority of the signal at 80°. These results are all consistent with parallel lamellae orientation.

For the sample with 2 wt % SAP 2-40, the oxygen profile, shown in Figure 27, is consistent with a perpendicular lamellae morphology. At a 3 nm depth detection, oxygen is present, and as detection arises from deeper within the film, the oxygen signal steadily increases since the carbonate phase is present equally through the film because of the perpendicular orientation.

![X-ray photoelectron spectra at the oxygen edge showing oxygen content at different detection depths in a control sample with no SAP and a sample with 2 wt % SAP 2-40.](image)

Figure 27. X-ray photoelectron spectra at the oxygen edge showing oxygen content at different detection depths in a control sample with no SAP and a sample with 2 wt % SAP 2-40.
5.3 Etch Process

In order for DSA of BCPs to be considered successful for patterning applications, it is necessary to be able to selectively etch one of the BCP domains using existing etch processes. Due to the large presence of oxygen in PMeCAR, it is expected to have a higher etching rate than PS when using O$_2$ reactive ion etching (RIE), and so the PMeCAR component of the BCP can be selectively removed [46]. Figure 28 shows SEM images of the steps throughout the etching process, along with representative cartoons of a PS-b-PMeCAR with 2 wt % SAP 2-40 thin film annealed at 170 °C for 5 minutes on a typical tri-layer stack on a silicon substrate [52]. The tri-layer stack was comprised of a 20 nm thick layer of $\alpha$-carbon, 5 nm of SiN$_x$, and approximately a 5 nm thick underlayer (20% S).

The thin film, before any etching, is shown in Figure 28a. The PMeCAR domain and the underlayer underneath were removed via etching using O$_2$ plasma, shown in Figure 28b. The unremoved PS acted as an etch mask for the following etch step to remove the exposed SiN$_x$ layer using CF$_4$/CHF$_3$, as shown in Figure 28c. The final etch step used O$_2$/N$_2$ to remove the remaining PS layer and the $\alpha$-carbon, leaving the SiN$_x$ as an etch mask, shown in Figures 28d and e, for pattern transfer into the silicon wafer. The cross-section SEM image, Figure 28e, shows the SiNx and $\alpha$-carbon layer. The features are approximately 10 nm wide, which was expected as the approximate half-pitch. These results show that PMeCAR can be selectively removed, and pattern transfer is successful throughout the etch process using fabrication compatible processing conditions.
Figure 28. Scanning electron microscope images and corresponding cartoons of PS-b-PMeCAR with 2 wt% SAP 2-40 (a) before etching, (b) after O₂ etch to remove PMeCar and the underlayer underneath it, (c) after CF₄/CHF₃ etch to remove SiNx layer, (d) top-down after O₂/N₂ etch to remove PS, remaining underlayer, and α-carbon layer and, (e) a cross-section.

As an alternate to direct RIE etching of the thin film for pattern transfer, a PS-b-PMeCAR with 2 wt % SAP 2-40 film was modified using Sequential Infiltration Synthesis (SIS) with trimethyl aluminum (TMA). Sequential infiltration synthesis is a technique that uses inorganic materials to infiltrate the polymer film and form metal oxides through the use of gaseous precursors. The inorganic material and gaseous precursors are chosen to selectively react with only one of the BCP components. This is followed by a reaction with water vapor to provide growth sites for the inorganic material, in order to increase the etch resistivity of the selected domain. The metal oxide containing domain can then be used to facilitate pattern transfer.
Previous literature mentioned that growth of aluminum oxide in the film relies on the chemical interaction between TMA and functional groups, such as carbonyls (C=O) [42]. The PS-b-PMeCAR BCP is an attractive candidate for using the SIS technique because of the carbonyl group present in PMeCAR. Using TMA and water vapor, aluminum oxide can grow in the bulk of the film. Using alternating cycles of TMA and water vapor, the TMA is expected to selectively interact with the carbonyl group present in PMeCAR, followed by a reaction with the water vapor to form aluminum oxide. Aluminum oxide is more etch resistant than either PS or PMeCAR, so its presence in PMeCAR makes the domain more etch resistive when using O₂ RIE. Using SEM, the film was characterized pre-SIS process, post-SIS process, and post etch process, with the corresponding images shown in Figures 29a-c, respectively. Because aluminum is a heavier element than carbon or oxygen, aluminum backscatters more easily, and so appears brighter in an SEM image. The brighter lines seen in Figure 29b (post-SIS) in comparison to Figure 29a (pre-SIS) indicate the successful infiltration of aluminum into a selective domain. After etching the modified film with O₂ plasma to remove the organic portion of the film, aluminum oxide was left, which could be used for further pattern transfer into the silicon substrate. This shows that SIS using TMA and water vapor is possible and is an available option to use with this BCP platform.
5.4 Directed Self-Assembly using Graphoepitaxy

In this section, DSA of PS-b-PMeCAR with a SAP additive was demonstrated to be successful via graphoepitaxy, using a polarity switched hardened photoresist-based pre-pattern. Figure 30a shows an SEM image of the pre-pattern. The pitch of the pre-pattern was approximately 200 nm, and the trench width was approximately 80 nm. The pitch of the BCP was approximately 20 nm, and so the trench width had 4x multiplication (4$L_0$ width). The neutral underlayer was within the trenches of the pre-pattern, while the hardened sidewalls were polar, and so attracted the PMeCAR domain. Therefore, the PMeCAR domain was expected to align along the polar sidewalls, while the neutral underlayer and SAP additive enabled perpendicular orientation.

The SAP 2 series required a lower loading for uniform coverage of perpendicular lamellae in comparison to SAP 1. Furthermore, between SAP 2-40 and 2-80, less defects

Figure 29. Scanning electron microscope images and corresponding cartoons of PS-b-PMeCAR + 2 wt % SAP 2-40 a) before SIS process, b) post SIS process, and c) post O$_2$ RIE etch removing PS domain. Scale bar: 100 nm.
were seen on a thicker film using SAP 2-80. For these reasons, a formulation of PS-b-PMeCAR with 2 wt % SAP 2-80 was chosen to demonstrate the DSA process. The formulation was coated onto the pre-pattern and annealed at 170 °C for 5 minutes, the same conditions used in making all previous samples. The SEM image in Figure 30b shows some alignment of the BCP along the photoresist walls, but a large amount of defects.

![SEM images](image)

**Figure 30.** Scanning electron microscope images of (a) the graphoepitaxy pre-pattern and (b) alignment of PS-b-PMeCAR + 2 wt % SAP 2-80 when annealed at 170 °C for 5 minutes. Scale bar: 100 nm.

Thermal annealing provides the mobility for microphase separation of the BCP to occur. As such, temperature (170 °C and 200 °C) and time (5 and 10 minutes) were varied to allow for better mobility of the BCP in an attempt to reduce defects. Due to the large amount of defects formed with the initial annealing conditions used (170 °C for 5 minutes), a higher temperature and a longer anneal time were used to improve alignment [48]. Annealing conditions of temperature 200 °C and time of 5 minutes were used, with the higher temperature expected to increase mobility, but still kept sufficiently low so that the BCP would not degrade, allowing for observations on the effect of temperature on the
BCP alignment to be made. Figure 31b shows how at these conditions, slightly better alignment was seen, but defects were still present. When annealing time was doubled from 5 to 10 minutes for both temperatures (170 and 200 °C), much better alignment along the photoresist walls was achieved, as shown in Figures 31c and 31d, respectively. Between annealing at 170 and 200 °C for 10 minutes, not much difference was seen in alignment. Based on these results, it appears that increase in time has a more significant effect in alignment improvement.

Figure 31. Scanning electron microscope images of PS-b-PMeCAR + 2 wt % SAP 2-80 in pre-patterns annealed at (a) 170 °C for 5 minutes, (b) 200 °C for 5 minutes, (c) 170 °C for 10 minutes, and (d) 200 °C for 10 minutes. Scale bar: 100 nm.
To better determine the effect of time and temperature on alignment, a two factorial, two level, design of experiment was used to observe the main effects and interactions of the two parameters. A scale of one to four was used to qualitatively rate the alignment of the BCP, with one representing bad alignment, and four representing good alignment. The corresponding annealing conditions for each SEM image in Figure 31 and the corresponding rating of the alignment are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Design of experiment for time and temperature effect on DSA alignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Time (minutes)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Observation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 32 shows the plots that represent the main effects of time and temperature on the alignment of the BCP. The positive slopes found on both plots show that both time and temperature individually improve alignment as their value is increased. Between the two parameters, the larger slope observed with an increase in time shows that time had a more significant effect than temperature in improving alignment. As for the interaction between the parameters, the plot is shown in Figure 33. At 5 minutes, an increase in temperature made a positive difference. At 10 minutes, with an increase in temperature, no change in the slope was seen, signifying that temperature did not make a difference in alignment in this case. Between the observations of the SEM and design of experiment results, it is concluded that at a lower anneal time, temperature plays a
stronger role in alignment improvement. For a longer anneal time, temperature no longer contributes as significantly to alignment improvement.

Figure 32. Design of experiment plots of a) the main effect of time on alignment improvement, and b) the main effect of temperature on alignment improvement.

Figure 33. Design of experiment plot for time and temperature interaction on alignment improvement.
CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS

A study of high-χ PS-b-PMeCAR BCP thin films with SAP additives for sub-20 nm pitch lamellae orientation control was reported. This method enables a fabrication process comparable to the current PS-b-PMMA process (i.e., spin coated from fabrication-friendly solvent PGMEA, thermally annealed, and no additional processing steps needed) for a BCP with sub-20 nm features that PS-b-PMMA does not offer. Using the method previously reported by Kim et al. to identify a neutral underlayer, PS-b-PMeCAR on PS-r-PMMA with 20% S formed 0.5L₀ step height features [27]. With the addition of the SAP additive to the BCP formulation, successful orientation control at the BCP-air interface was demonstrated, as verified by AFM, GISAXS, and XPS. Furthermore, low concentrations of 2-3 wt % SAP were sufficient for obtaining uniform perpendicular lamellae in this formulation based method, as opposed to previous reported values of 10-20 wt %.

The balance between the surface activity and concentration of the SAP was demonstrated to be significant in obtaining defect-free perpendicular lamellae. The SAP 1, which has a lower surface activity than either of the SAP 2 series compositions, required a higher concentration for uniform coverage. On the other hand, the more surface active SAP 2 series required a lower concentration for uniform coverage, as higher concentrations began forming parallel lamellae at the surface. Thickness studies on the SAP 2 series showed that for thicker films, a more surface active SAP is preferable.
for perpendicular lamellae to form, since the less surface active SAP (SAP 2-40) showed parallel lamellae formation in the thicker film.

Successful removal of PMeCAR from the pattern formed from a BCP with 2 wt \% SAP 2-40 formulation was demonstrated through the use of O$_2$ RIE. Additionally, implementation of SIS to selectively incorporate aluminum oxide into the PMeCAR domain to decrease the etch rate in order to remove the PS domain through O$_2$ RIE was also successfully shown. Both methods gave similar results, as seen by SEM, demonstrating the potential use of this platform for pattern transfer applications.

Graphoepitaxy with 4X pitch density was successfully done using a BCP with 2 wt \% SAP 2-80 formulation. The previous annealing conditions used (170 °C, 5 minutes) showed defects when viewed with SEM, and so annealing temperature and time were modified to reduce defect formation. Design of experiment and SEM results showed higher temperatures have a positive effect on alignment at lower annealing times, while at longer annealing times, temperature no longer appeared to have much of an effect.

Overall, it was demonstrated that using a SAP based additive approach is promising for control orientation of high-\(\chi\) BCPs, and is compatible with existing etch processes and graphoepitaxy schemes. Future work includes applying the SAP additives on other BCP platforms and morphologies to enable sub-20 nm pitch features for patterning work beyond lamellae morphology. Further optimization of the conditions for DSA alignment, beyond the demonstration of its compatibility shown here, would also be necessary for its successful use in patterning work.
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